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1. Pregame-Be prepared to conduct the pre-game conference. If you are the veteran or the least
experienced on the crew, always be ready to conduct the meeting.
2. If you are the driver for a game make contact with the AD and your partners to let them know
what time you plan on getting to the game site and where you are meeting for pick-up. Arrive at
the game site one hour before the game start time.
3. Make sure your schedule is updated in Varsity Bound.
4. If you are certified and eligible for a state tournament, make your selection on Varsity Bound if
you want to work Boys or Girls or both by Jan 21

5. Kicking the ball is intentionally striking it with any part of the leg or foot. An unintentionally
kicked ball is never illegal, regardless of how far the ball goes and who recovers it. It is also
illegal to hit the ball with a fist.

6. Pregame Warm-up: Ear buds are not allowed to be worn during the warm-up period before the
game and at half time.
7. Situation 1 Bench Technical: Fifteen minutes before the game is scheduled to start, team
member A1 dunks. Two minutes later A2 dunks. Ruling: A1 and A2 are both charged with a
technical foul, any player from team B can shoot (4) free throws. In addition, the head coach is
charged indirectly with a technical foul for each act. The two fouls are team fouls for purpose of
reaching the bonus. The coach loses his coaching box for the rest of the game. Rule Book Page
79 Technical Foul Penalty Summary. Case Book Page 86 Situation E 10.5.1
8. Situation 2 Jump ball to start the games: Following the jump between A1 and B1 to start the
first quarter, the Jump ball is touched by A2 and then goes out of bounds. Ruling: Team B will
have a throw-in. The alternating-possession procedure is established, and the arrow is set toward
A’s basket when a player of Team B has the ball for the throw-in. Case Book page 51 Situation
C 6.4.1
Quiz 1 is loaded on the BHSOA website
You can never work a game thinking you're always right.
Larry Osborne
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